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CONSTRUCTING A CULTURAL BRIDGE: THE COMPOSITIONAL APPROACH
AND INTERNATIONAL IMPACT OF ALBERT MANGELSDORFF’S NOW JAZZ
RAMWONG
In the period following World War II, countries such as Japan, Vietnam, and
Thailand were under constant intellectual bombardment from global superpowers vying
for political influence. West Germany, a newly established ally of Western democracy,
was a small part of a global effort to spread this democracy to Asia. Working alongside
Joachim-Ernst Berendt and the Goethe Institute, the jazz trombonist Albert Mangelsdorff
arranged an album which sought to merge both Western European and Asian music.
The album, Now Jazz Ramwong (1964), and accompanying fifty-concert tour
helped pioneer a lasting cultural connection between Western Europe and Asia. The
methodology behind Now Jazz Ramwong was the repurposing of folk music from
numerous Asian countries in the German jazz style, a style that Mangelsdorff himself was
pivotal in establishing. In order to examine how the different aspects of Mangelsdorff’s
arrangements contributed to the success of the album, this project primarily focused on
transcription and musical analysis of each arrangement.
The results of this study illustrated that the most significant facet of each
arrangement to Mangelsdorff was the melody and its preservation within a jazz
arrangement. Other factors such as harmony, rhythm, and form all serve to accentuate the
melody and featured varied methods showing influence from both traditional Western
jazz as well as Asian modal folk music. These compositional findings along with context
provided by Joachim-Ernst Berendt, Wes Funderburk, and others helped explain how and
why this tour was successful with Asian audiences.
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CHAPTER I
COMPOSER BIOGRAPHY
Albert Mangelsdorff (1928-2005) was a German jazz trombonist, composer,
arranger, and bandleader and was one of the primary influences on the establishment of
jazz music in Europe.1 Mangelsdorff was born in Frankfurt, Germany on September 5,
1928, to an incredibly musical family in which three of his uncles played the violin, one
grandfather played the tuba, and his brother played woodwinds and the accordion.2 In the
late 1930s the young Albert followed in his uncles’ footsteps, beginning his musical
career on the violin where he studied two to three hours a day with his Uncle August
Mangelsdorff, a concertmaster in the city orchestra in Pforzheim and one of Albert’s
earliest musical influences.3 In addition to these lessons, Mangelsdorff was a second
violinist in the Pforzheim youth orchestra, which his uncle conducted, performing the
music of Mozart, Haydn, Telemann, and Handel.4 These early introductions to classical
music provided a solid foundation for Mangelsdorff’s future musical aspirations, but the
orchestra was not the sound that most appealed to him. Although he respected his uncle’s
musicianship and talent, Mangelsdorff was forced to go behind his back and with the help
of his older brother Emil, was able to learn the guitar and listen to jazz music.5
Aside from his Uncle August, the greatest influence on Albert was Emil
Mangelsdorff, exposing him to American jazz music as well as connecting him to the
1Wolfram

Knauer, "Mangelsdorff, Albert," Grove Music Online, (2001): https://www-oxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.uky.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e0000017627.
2 Bruno Paulot, Albert Mangelsdorff: Gespräche, (Waakirchen: Oreos, 1993), 13,
https://archive.org/details/albertmangelsdor0000paul/mode/2up?view=theater.
3 Paulot, Albert Mangelsdorff: Gespräche, 13-14.
4 Ibid., 15.
5 Ibid.
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underground jazz scene in Frankfurt. Listening to jazz music with his older brother had a
lasting impact on Albert’s musical concept, with Albert himself stating:
I still remember well how my brother Emil brought home the first jazz records.
I’d always liked listening to music and we played a lot of music too. My father
listened to classical music whenever possible, with a preference for Mozart or
Beethoven. He didn’t like Wagner. That was Nazi music to him. But the music I
heard here, this rhythm and this expressiveness, impressed me like no music I had
ever heard before.6
Emil was a saxophone player who regularly rebelled against the State, defying
Nazi values through the smuggling and performing of non-Aryan music, for which he
paid with prison sentences and military conscription to the frontlines of the Russian
front.7 The rebelliousness and passion for jazz that Albert saw in his brother greatly
contributed to his career focus, steering Albert away from orchestral music and the violin
and towards jazz music and the trombone.
Mangelsdorff’s primary jazz exposure came in the form of a jazz secret society
dubbed “The Frankfurt Hot Club.” Founded in 1941, the club was built for young
German jazz musicians that defied the orders of the Nazi party to stop playing jazz.8
According to the Imperial War Museum Institute, “the group secretly pursued their love
of jazz music despite the genre being denounced and later banned by the Nazi Party as
degenerate and a threat to traditional Aryan values.”9 Representing both the United States

6

Bruno Paulot, Albert Mangelsdorff: Gespräche, (Waakirchen: Oreos, 1993), 9,
https://archive.org/details/albertmangelsdor0000paul/mode/2up?view=theater.
7 Patrick Hinely, "Emil Mangelsdorff," Cadence Magazine, the Independent Journal of Creative
Improvised Music July, 2015, 39.
http://ezproxy.uky.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/magazines/emilmangelsdorff/docview/1780092132/se-2?accountid=11836.
8 “The Frankfurt Hot Club,” Imperial War Museums, accessed February 13, 2022,
https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-frankfurt-hotclub#:~:text=The%20Frankfurt%20Hot%20Club%20was,to%20stop%20them%20doing%20so.
9 “The Frankfurt Hot Club.”
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and African American culture, jazz music was the antithesis of the values of the Third
Reich, making it a liability to allow jazz recording to circulate throughout the public.
The Frankfurt Hot Club, with Horst Lippmann and other prominent members such
as Hans Otto Jung, Carlo Bohländer, and Emil Mangelsdorff., would share recordings
and listen with each other in the back of Lippmann’s parents’ restaurant.10 Although
young at the time, Albert Mangelsdorff recognized Lippmann as the “driving force”
behind their discovery of jazz because of his ability to obtain jazz records from his
connections in “occupied areas.”11 The group quickly evolved into a band which played
jazz music, mimicking recordings of American jazz musicians such as the music of
Benny Carter, Count Basie, Duke Ellington, and Lester Young as well as expanding the
size of the band to include more musicians.
Albert Mangelsdorff was one such musician to get involved after the initial
founding of the club, being considered for the upright bass position in the band.
Organized by Emil, Albert’s introduction to the band was to be their replacement bassist
with his only qualifications on the instrument being his brief studies on the violin.12
Albert was not experienced enough to play in the group however he did become friends
with the members and maintained those connections for an eventual return to Frankfurt
and the club.13
While Mangelsdorff began his early study of music on the violin, by his teenage
years had quickly transitioned to the guitar. Although he briefly explored jazz music on
10

“The Frankfurt Hot Club,” Imperial War Museums, accessed February 13, 2022,
https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-frankfurt-hotclub#:~:text=The%20Frankfurt%20Hot%20Club%20was,to%20stop%20them%20doing%20so.
11 Bruno Paulot, Albert Mangelsdorff: Gespräche, (Waakirchen: Oreos, 1993), 10,
https://archive.org/details/albertmangelsdor0000paul/mode/2up?view=theater.
12 Paulot, Albert Mangelsdorff: Gespräche, 18.
13 Ibid.
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the violin, the guitar was Mangelsdorff’s primary jazz instrument, playing it throughout
World War II. After the war and the ban on jazz music was lifted, Mangelsdorff was able
to earn positions in multiple local German jazz bands such as the Otto Laufner Big Band
and the Weglinsky Group.14 After his local professional success on the guitar,
Mangelsdorff realized that the trombone was his true calling in jazz. According to Albert
himself, “The trombone fascinated me early on. I don’t remember which year it was, I
only know that I’ve wanted to become a trombonist for a long time. Once, I still
remember it well, a piece by Tommy Dorsey was playing on the radio, and I said to our
American boss ‘I would also like to be a trombonist.’”15 This assertion that trombone was
his true calling, earned Mangelsdorff much ridicule amongst his colleagues though he
was persistent in his pursuit of the instrument.
1947 was the year in which Mangelsdorff acted on his dream, investing in a
trombone, and beginning his lessons with Fritz Stähr, principal trombone of the Frankfurt
opera.16 By the early 1950s, Mangelsdorff was able to perform on the trombone and
joined bands such as the Joe Klimm Combo and Hans Koller Big Band and towards the
end of that same decade was already performing internationally at the 1958 Newport Jazz
festival.17 Because of the opportunity to perform and interact with other international jazz
musicians, such as American jazz pianist John Lewis, Mangelsdorff’s career took a great
leap forward both in global touring and composition.18

14

Bruno Paulot, Albert Mangelsdorff: Gespräche, (Waakirchen: Oreos, 1993), 21,
https://archive.org/details/albertmangelsdor0000paul/mode/2up?view=theater.
15 Paulot, Albert Mangelsdorff: Gespräche, 21.
16 Ibid., 23.
17 Wolfram Knauer, "Mangelsdorff, Albert," Grove Music Online, (2001): https://www-oxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.uky.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e0000017627.
18 Knauer, “Mangelsdorff, Albert.”
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Although he had some experience composing tunes for small group performances
in Frankfurt, Mangelsdorff’s first originally composed and arranged album was Tension
(1963) and just one year later he and Lewis collaborated on Animal Dance (1964).19 After
this point composition became a primary focus of Mangelsdorff, who would continuously
release albums throughout the 1960s and further explore the individuality of his
improvisational voice.
The 1970s saw a new Albert Mangelsdorff, one that is no longer tied to the
compositional style of the past but as a true pioneer of what is possible in jazz and on the
trombone. The development of multiphonics is what Mangelsdorff is most well-known
for, hosting solo recitals of solely himself performing original melodies and improvising
with solo lines and harmony. Tromboneliness (1977) was the landmark album that
encapsulated this new version of Mangelsdorff and would continue until the end of his
career.
Albert Mangelsdorff died in Frankfurt on July 25, 2005 from complications of
leukemia, and was survived by his wife Ilo Mangelsdorff and only son, the well-known
countertenor, Ralph Mangelsdorff.20 The originality of his compositional and
improvisational concepts not only sets Mangelsdorff apart from other jazz trombonists,
but the whole of the jazz community.

19

Wolfram Knauer, "Mangelsdorff, Albert," Grove Music Online, (2001): https://www-oxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.uky.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e0000017627.
20 Von Volker Schmidt, “Albert Mangelsdorff: The greatest Frankfurter after Goethe,” Zeit Online,
September 5, 2008. https://www.zeit.de/online/2008/36/albert-mangelsdorff-erinnerung/seite-2.
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CHAPTER II
JAZZ AMBASSADORSHIP AND THE ORIGIN OF NOW JAZZ RAMWONG
Part I
JOACHIM-ERNST BERENDT AND THE GOETHE INSTITUTE
Germany’s relationship with jazz would frequently change between the 1920s and
1960s, making it difficult for a “jazz culture” to be established there. Wolfram Knauer
summarizes the turbulent history of jazz music in Germany by explaining:
In other European countries, jazz had been enjoyed by the public since the 1920s,
more or less without interruption. In Germany, jazz underwent several
connotational shifts during that same period, all of which left their marks on the
music’s reception. Jazz had been popular and fashionable in the 1920s; it had
been demonized in the 1930s; it was seen as the music of the liberators, of
freedom and democracy in the 1940s; it was (both affirmatively and skeptically)
understood as a youth phenomenon in the 1950s; and during the 1960s it was used
as a serious—and independent—form of artistic expression.21
Because of this strained connection between the German culture and jazz music,
local musicians, critics, and scholars needed to act as liaisons between the two and help
bolster an understanding of jazz with German audiences. Albert Mangelsdorff was a
primary figure in this initiative, contributing to the West German emancipation from
American jazz through the regular performance of original German jazz compositions
both in Germany and internationally. These compositions were based on local folksongs
(Volkslied) in order to aid the public in relating to the music, with notable examples as
Werner Heider’s Mein junges Leben hat ein End (1957), and later Mangelsdorff’s Es

21

Wolfram Knauer, “'Three Angels': Albert Mangelsdorff's and Other Jazz Musicians' Reworking of the
German Folk Music Tradition,” Current Research in Jazz-An Open Access Journal, Vol. 4 (2012):
https://www.crj-online.org/v4/CRJ-ThreeAngels.php.
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sungen drei Engel (1964) and Ich Armes Maidlein klag mich sehr (1969).22 This method
was used all across Europe, with other examples being Lars Gullin’s folk melodies and
George Gruntz’s From Sticksland with Love (1961) in Sweden.23
Although musicians primarily led the charge of this folk jazz movement in
Europe, one of the most significant figures in this movement was the critic Joachim-Ernst
Berendt (1922-2000), who spearheaded much of the institutional support for
Mangelsdorff and the Now Jazz Ramwong tour. Berendt was a prominent German jazz
writer and record producer, who was at the forefront of West German study of jazz music
as well as the development and production of European jazz.24 Berendt authored
numerous books and articles on jazz such as Der Jazz: eine zeitkritische Studie (Jazz: A
Contemporary Study; 1950) as well as a founder jazz director of the regional radio
broadcasting company, Südwestfunk Baden-Baden.25 The combination of his jazz
research background and innovativeness in the European jazz radio and recording
industry made Berendt an authority on jazz by the early 1960s.
Berendt always had a desire to travel and experience other cultures, comparing
them to his experiences in his home country. Because of his writing career he was
incredibly well travelled to the United States, and after multiple trips in the 1950s and
1960s, Berendt realized that he had a sufficient understanding of the breadth and variety
of the United States jazz scene.26 He then made the decision to expand his touring to

22

Andrew Wright Hurley, The Return of Jazz: Joachim-Ernst Berendt and West German Cultural Change,
(New York: Berghahn Books, 2009), 91-98.
23 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 91.
24 H.L. Lindenmaier, "Berendt, Joachim-Ernst," Grove Music Online, (2003): https://wwwoxfordmusiconline-com.ezproxy.uky.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-2000037900.
25 Lindenmaier, “Berendt, Joachim-Ernst.”
26 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 147-148.
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other countries to experience their music. Through his exposure to Native American
music and Argentinian bossa nova in the United States, his interest was piqued into
exploring “exotic” music.27
Through his connections with Twen magazine, Berendt was able to acquire free
tickets for a tour of Asia, visiting Vietnam, Japan, India, Indonesia, Thailand, and Bali.28
While in Asia, Berendt began forging connections with local musicians, critics, and
diplomats, in order to lay the diplomatic groundwork for potential future visits.29 The
main reason for this tour was to absorb the local culture and experience new music,
leading Berendt to make recordings of live performances to take back as mementos of his
cultural experience.30 Although not apparent at the time, these recordings would become
invaluable to the Now Jazz Ramwong project.
After returning to Germany, Berendt started preparing plans for his next tour to
Asia, though this second tour would feature German jazz outreach as the primary goal.
Planned just two years after his initial tour, in 1964 Berendt constructed a tour itinerary
that mirrored those of American jazz ambassadorship programs and brought on
Mangelsdorff and his quintet to coordinate the arrangements of Asian folk music and
performances.31 With the rough sketch of this German jazz outreach initiative in hand,
Berendt and Mangelsdorff sought collaboration with the newly formed Goethe Institute,

27

Andrew Wright Hurley, The Return of Jazz: Joachim-Ernst Berendt and West German Cultural Change,
(New York: Berghahn Books, 2009), 149.
28 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 147-149.
29 Ibid., 149.
30 Ibid., 149-150.
31 Ibid., 159.
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whose mission was conducting German language courses as well as establishing German
cultural institutions in foreign countries.32
According to the Institute’s programming director, Karl-Ernst Hüdepohl, in order
for jazz outreach tours in the early 1960s to be sponsored, a significant diplomatic goal
was required.33 These diplomatic goals ranged between merely disseminating facts about
the new West Germany, to the coordination of German cultural events in which an
empathy for the German people was garnered in the host country.34 Both Berendt and
Mangelsdorff worked to incorporate this new element to the tour, with the pair deciding
on the utilization of announcements before, during, and after Mangelsdorff’s
performances to promote this West German values and advocate for the country as a
whole.35 In addition to the announcements, the overall globally-inclusive message of the
performances was bolstered by the fact that the ensemble did not perform German
compositions and rather performed jazz, the music of the United States. This newly
solidified partnership between Mangelsdorff, Berendt, and the Goethe Institute would
pioneer European jazz ambassadorship and serve to elevate post-World War II Germany
in the global community.

32

Andrew Wright Hurley, The Return of Jazz: Joachim-Ernst Berendt and West German Cultural Change,
(New York: Berghahn Books, 2009), 98-99.
33 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 99.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid., 159.
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Part II
NOW JAZZ RAMWONG CONCEPT AND TOUR DETAILS
The original idea for the Now Jazz Ramwong album was a product of the German
jazz outreach initiative put in motion by Berendt and musically realized by Mangelsdorff.
With the United States jazz ambassadorship program as the guiding formula, the two men
made their primary focus the arranging and performing of music from foreign countries
on the itinerary in a jazz style.36 Although the final choice of music selections was
ultimately up to Mangelsdorff, the collection from which he chose was curated by
Berendt from his personal recordings from his 1962 Asia tour.37 The folk music that they
both had settled on was a diverse selection, pulling from five different countries in Asia
as well as the addition of a German folk song and an American-style blues.
Once the folk music was chosen, Mangelsdorff began arranging and composing
with the intended ensemble being the Albert Mangelsdorff Quintet. First assembled for
Mangelsdorff’s debut album, Tension (1963), the Albert Mangelsdorff Quintet recorded
four successful albums as well as toured regularly in Europe and internationally. The
Quintet was unique for numerous reasons though the most obvious is its instrumentation,
consisting of Albert Mangelsdorff on trombone, Heinz Sauer on both tenor and soprano
saxophones, Günter Kronberg on alto saxophone, Günter Lenz on bass, and Ralf Hübner
on drums.38 This configuration omits any sort of chordal instrument, affording the quintet
increased harmonic flexibility and freedom, a hallmark of Mangelsdorff’s

36

Andrew Wright Hurley, The Return of Jazz: Joachim-Ernst Berendt and West German Cultural Change,
(New York: Berghahn Books, 2009), 159.
37 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 160.
38 Joachim-Ernst Berendt, Liner notes for Now Jazz Ramwong, Albert Mangelsdorff Quintet, Albert
Mangelsdorff. LR Bellaphon CDLR 71001, 1993, CD.
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improvisational style. With the funding procured, the arrangements completed, and the
personnel solidified, Mangelsdorff, his quintet, and Berendt set off on a fifty-concert tour,
in locations “from Iran to Japan,” successfully performing Mangelsdorff’s arrangements
while promoting West German values.39
The success of the Now Jazz Ramwong tour and album paved the way for
continued jazz ambassadorship sponsored by the Goethe institute, and by 1968 the
institute had financed twenty-six tours across the globe.40 Also, because of the work of
Mangelsdorff and Berendt with the institute, West Germany became a leading voice in
global jazz and rivalled the United States for the most influential country in this regard.41

39

Andrew Wright Hurley, The Return of Jazz: Joachim-Ernst Berendt and West German Cultural Change,
(New York: Berghahn Books, 2009), 158.
40 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 158.
41 Ibid.
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Chapter III
ALBUM ANALYSIS
Part I
ALBERT MANGELSDORFF’S GENERAL COMPOSITIONAL APPROACH
Though each arrangement on Now Jazz Ramwong has numerous unique qualities
which sets them apart from each other, Mangelsdorff does utilize a general approach that
can be seen across each arrangement. This approach can be defined by two main
principles: the melody as the most important part of the arrangement or composition, and
any other compositional facet should be used to showcase the melody while
simultaneously utilizing a blending of Eastern and Western musical approaches.
It is clear that Mangelsdorff believed that the melody is the most important aspect
of each composition. In each arrangement, the borrowed melody is preserved with little
embellishment in order for the melody to remain recognizable to the audience as well as
potentially avoiding degradation of the original. Mangelsdorff accomplishes this by
presenting each Eastern melody as close to the original folk song as possible, with little to
no paraphrasing and as either a solo or unison line.
The purest representation of this melodic approach is Theme from Vietnam.
Mangelsdorff performs this tune as close as possible to the source melody by playing
acapella, with no harmony or rhythm, and in a declamatory form. It is the simplest,
shortest, and most lightly scored arrangement on the album, and potentially could be
studied as a transcription with how adamant Mangelsdorff was in directly recreating that
melody. This careful approach illustrates Mangelsdorff’s reverence and respect for the
original folk song.

12

With the melody serving as the centerpiece of each arrangement, Mangelsdorff
experiments with other aspects such as harmony, form, and rhythm making use of both
traditional Western and Eastern modal approaches. The Western musical qualities
Mangelsdorff implemented are a distinct chordal movement which reinforces a diatonic
framework, an obvious formal structure which typically adheres to at minimum a
rounded binary form with optional additions including an intro and/or coda section, and
consistent time being reinforced by the rhythm section. Mangelsdorff juxtaposes these
Western qualities with Eastern compositional elements such as modal harmony, an open
form which relies solely on the melody to propel it forward, and either constant time
generated through repeated rhythmic figures or completely free time with an emphasis on
responsorial improvisation. Through the coalescence of these two approaches,
Mangelsdorff highlights the melody all the while illustrating how compatible these
approaches can be together.
With this approach guiding Mangelsdorff’s specific arranging style, he is able to
create elegant and unique works which still serve to feature the source material. A large
part of the success experienced by the Now Jazz Ramwong tour is due to the
recognizability of the arrangements with attention-grabbing subversions in the harmony,
form, and rhythm.

13

Part II
BLUE FANFARE
While the majority of the setlist order is difficult to determine, every performance
by the Quintet on their tour began with Blue Fanfare.42 One reason why this was the case
can be found in the title of the composition, as beginning a performance with a fanfare is
common practice within Western concert tradition. Another reason as to Blue Fanfare’s
opening position stems from Mangelsdorff’s philosophy behind the entirety of the Asia
tour, to show how even though jazz music is of American origin, its concepts of freedom
and multicultural influences solidifies it as a global genre. Acknowledging that the
performances and album would be incomplete without a blues, Mangelsdorff describes
Blue Fanfare as the figurative origin point for the album, stating that “here’s where we
came from, even if we are as far as Asia.”43 On the surface Blue Fanfare is a standard
twelve-bar blues, though these surface-level assessments ignore Mangelsdorff’s efforts to
construct a blues that not only embraces its origins but simultaneously pokes fun at his
Western European musical upbringing.
With its lack of an introduction section, the melody of Blue Fanfare quickly takes
centerstage, performed in unison by each of the three wind instruments. Although there
are numerous similarities to other blues tunes, Mangelsdorff sets his apart through his
approach to riff-style melodic construction and his usage of dissonance.
The primary melodic tool utilized by Mangelsdorff in this composition is the
tritone interval (more specifically an augmented fourth) which is used to construct each
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of the tune’s three phrases. Mangelsdorff uses three different tritone intervals across these
three phases as seen in the table below:
[Table 3.1: Intervallic Relationships Between Melodic Notes in Blue Fanfare]
Measures

Harmony

Highest Note

Lowest Note

Resulting
Interval

1-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

11-12

B𝄬7

D4

A𝄬3

Augmented

(I)

(Major Third)

(Minor Seventh)

Fourth (#4)

E𝄬7

G4

D𝄬4

Augmented

(IV)

(Major Third)

(Minor Seventh)

Fourth (#4)

B𝄬7

D4

A𝄬3

Augmented

(I)

(Major Third)

(Minor Seventh)

Fourth (#4)

F7𝄬9

C4

G𝄬3

Augmented

(V)

(Fifth)

(Lowered Ninth)

Fourth (#4)

B𝄬7

D4

A𝄬3

Augmented

(I)

(Major Third)

(Minor Seventh)

Fourth (#4)

Known historically as one of the most controversial intervals in Western music,
the tritone has been used to obscure tonality in works by J.S. Bach, thematically in the
works of Mozart, and motivically in the works of Beethoven.44 Despite these different
approaches Mangelsdorff continues to rebel and innovate with the melody of Blue
Fanfare consisting solely of tritones with repetitive leaps between each note. The rapid
oscillation between pitch and the generation of numerous tritone intervals desensitizes the
44
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listener to a point where the dissonance is almost completely lost. This showcasing of the
tritone melody can be observed in the score from measures 1-24 in the trombone part as
well as the tritone background figures found in the saxophone parts in measures 13-24.
With his constant usage of tritones as the building block, Mangelsdorff constructs
short four-bar riffs which he combines to form the greater twelve-bar blues melody. This
compositional technique is similar to numerous jazz standards but has its origins in the
riff tunes of the late 1930s big band jump era. Tunes of this era utilized repetitive,
improvised riffs that were performed over changing harmonies which over time were
written down and standardized into charts. Some of the earliest and most influential
works to come from this era were Chu Berry and Andy Razaf’s Christopher Columbus
(1936) and Count Basie’s One O’Clock Jump (1937). This method for riff-style
composition would be carried through the big band era, up through bebop with some later
representations being Oscar Pettiford’s Blues in the Closet and Blue Monk by Thelonious
Monk.
With clear influence from this genre, Mangelsdorff adopts the riff-style approach
but utilizes a descending fifths sequence on each new repetition. Figure 3.1 illustrates this
sequence as the original riff played over the B𝄬7 is sequenced down by a perfect fifth to
the E𝄬7, and then again to get to the F7𝄬9.
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[Figure 3.1: Original Riff from Blue Fanfare and Sequenced Transpositions]

Mangelsdorff harkens back to standard American blues tunes with riff-style
melody while simultaneously implementing an understated European compositional
sequence obscured by traditional blues form.
Though Mangelsdorff makes clever use of dissonant riffs to blend together
elements of both European style composition and American blues, harmonically, his
influence is purely jazz based. The form is a standard twelve-bar blues, where the melody
is repeated once before beginning the solo section. The underlying harmony of this kind
of blues only utilizes three chords, the I, IV, and V, which is all standard except for one
exception, the lowered ninth on the dominant V chord. This altered upper-extension
differs from the harmonies of the old riff-style tunes from which Mangelsdorff drew his
inspiration, though this choice was made in order to facilitate the sequence of the melody.
Without the G𝄬 acting as the lowered ninth over the V7 that same G𝄬 in the melody would
not fit the harmony or allow for the ascending fourths modulation.
With Blue Fanfare serving as Mangelsdorff’s representation of the origin of his
jazz inspiration, I believe he accomplished his goal. The work is clever and concise,
showcasing numerous traditional aspects of American jazz such as form and melodic
17

structure while also implementing his own minimalist and dissonant approach to the
melody riffs.
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Part III
THREE JAZZ MOODS AND RAKNASH
Because of the influence of his prior trip to India, Berendt was adamant that
Mangelsdorff should do an arrangement of a composition by the composer and sitarist,
Ravi Shankar.45 The work that Mangelsdorff chose was Shankar’s Improvisations on the
Theme from Pather Panchali,(1962) a work Shankar himself composed based on a
Bengali folk song.46 Mangelsdorff titled the complete arrangement Three Jazz Moods as a
nod to Shankar and one of his most famous recordings, Three Ragas (1956).
While in India the Albert Mangelsdorff Quintet visited the Kinnara School of
Music, which was founded in 1962 by Shankar, and were impressed by the level of
musicians in attendance.47 One such gifted student performed a raga composed by
Shankar and Günter Lenz was so deeply affected that he was compelled to learn it.48 The
result of Lenz’s attempt became the arrangement for bass and drums titled Raknash, and
the only arrangement on the album that was not composed by Mangelsdorff.49
Three Jazz Moods’ melody is a faithful adaptation of the Pather Panchali theme
with an idiomatic approach to ornamentation employed by Mangelsdorff. Although the
other factors of the composition are constantly changing, the theme is rarely touched and
effectively acts as the unifying piece that brings all of the elements together. The
beginning theme consists of solo trombone with rhythm section response while the
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melody at the end is unison between tenor saxophone and trombone with soloing in the
alto saxophone, bass, and drum parts.
The form of Three Jazz Moods is one of its most unique features, a modified
version of theme and variations form. Instead of melodic variations on the theme, the
tempo and rhythmic feel changes between each section. Although this formal structure
more closely mirrors that of Shankar’s Improvisations on a Theme from Pather Panchali
than a typical Western Classical theme and variations form, the similarities can still be
observed in table 3.2.
[Table 3.2: Formal Structure of Three Jazz Moods]
Thematic Section
(Mood)
Mood I
Mood II

Mood III

Characteristics

Instrumentation

Measures

Free time, unmetered,
establishes theme

Trombone, Bass,
Drums

1-4

Medium tempo with
vamped bassline, solo
on theme, short
interjection of theme
between tenor and bass
solos
Up tempo with
variable bassline, solo
on theme,
solo continues over
reiteration of theme in
free time.

Tenor sax (solo),
Bass (solo),
Drums

5-17

Alto sax (solo),
Tenor sax
(theme),
Trombone
(theme), Bass,
Drums

18-55

Harmonically, Mangelsdorff maintains a modal approach and uses a D pedal point
with no emphasis on clarifying harmony to give Three Jazz Moods an open, chantlike
sound. This amount of harmonic freedom allows the soloist to have just as much control
over harmony as the bassist, affording the composition boundless areas to explore. The
pedal point is maintained throughout both the thematic sections as well as the solos.
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Within the solo sections, the soloists are allowed to explore whichever thematic or
harmonic direction because of the sparse harmony, and as a result chromaticism is
implemented. The usage of chromaticism is Mangelsdorff and the rest of the quintet’s
primary Western contribution as the improvisations done by Shankar on his recording
utilize barely any chromaticism in either the thematic or solo sections. Even with
considering Three Ragas, Shankar tends to stick within scalar patterns and themes of
either major scales or the Melakarta scale system.
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Part IV
NOW JAZZ RAMWONG
After their time in India the quintet travelled to Thailand, not only performing in
the capitol city of Bangkok but also earning a prestigious visit to the palace. In addition
to being the King of Thailand, King Bhumibol Adulyadej was an avid saxophonist,
clarinetist, arranger, and composer of jazz music, inspired by legendary musicians such
as Johnny Hodges and Benny Carter.50 The King welcomed Mangelsdorff and the rest of
the quintet into the inner circle of his royal palace, and as Berendt notes “[everyone] even
the ladies-in-waiting seemed to like jazz—and jazz musicians.”51
Mangelsdorff based Now Jazz Ramwong on the popular ramwong Nau Djay
Ramwong, with the intentional wordplay being a choice to emphasize the “jazz elements”
of the new arrangement.52 While it is unclear as to the specific reason for Mangelsdorff’s
selection of Nau Djay Ramwong as the inspiration for his arrangement, the combination
of this Thai song style with modal jazz proved to be unexpectedly refined.
Meaning “circle dance,” a ramwong is a Thai folk dance developed in the early
1940s in which male and female dancers would dance in a circle.53 The ramwong was
very much folk music of its time, developed during a period where Western music was
quickly gaining popularity in Thailand, with the general construction merging traditional
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folk melodies and lyrics with Western harmony and instrumentation.54 The popularity
surrounding the ramwong rivalled that of the waltz or the tango, and along with its hybrid
nature, illustrates how this kind of musical melding can resonate with the Thai people.55
With its popularity and Western harmonic background, the ramwong could be easily
adapted by Mangelsdorff and have more assured success. Because recordings of Nau
Djay Ramwong are incredibly rare to find, Ramwong Loikrathong, a standard ramwong,
was the primary source of comparison for this arrangement.
Keeping with traditional small group jazz arrangements, the general formal
structure of Now Jazz Ramwong illustrated in the table utilizes a similar structure to Blue
Fanfare with the head being played at the beginning and end of the tune, but with added
introduction and coda sections.
[Table 3.3: Form Structure of Now Jazz Ramwong]
Formal Section

Measures

Introduction

1-8

Head (In)

9-66

Solo Section

67-70

Head (Out)

9-66

Coda

71-87

Mangelsdorff frequently implements this formal structure on this album, though it
is understandable because the practicality of using such a standard form on completely
new arrangements helps the musicians know exactly where they are, as well as making it
easy to regroup if there is a potential tear. Additionally, this form easily allows for
54
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multiple soloists without having to change the overall form at all. These benefits make it
simple for a German jazz quintet to perform a Thai ramwong in this style.
Melodically, Mangelsdorff capitalizes on the call and response melodic style
found in traditional ramwongs while tinkering with instrumentation and its effect on
melodic color. The melody is performed in unison by trombone and alto saxophone,
creating a unique blend that is juxtaposed by the more expressive and ornamented
soprano saxophone line. The call and response between the alto saxophone and trombone
unit and the soprano saxophone not only highlight the color differences but also
references ramwongs like Ramwong Loikrathong.
Both Ramwong Loikrathong and Now Jazz Ramwong feature call and response
melodies where one group plays a tuneful, pentatonic melody and a solo voice responds
with an ornamented response. Additionally, the two works share modal harmony adding
to their similarities while also affording the soloists in the quintet almost complete
harmonic freedom.
Although melodically and harmonically similar to the original ramwong, Now
Jazz Ramwong sets itself far apart from this tradition in its rhythmic approach.
Mangelsdorff abandons the standard ramwong dance rhythm in favor of a tresillo rhythm
found in Latin music, more specifically Cuba. The tresillo is irregular and emphasizes the
upbeat, starkly different than the ramwong rhythm which heavily favors the downbeat
and can be easily heard in Ramwong Loikrathong. Since the ramwong is a dance, the fact
that the rhythm has been completely altered is incredibly significant with the two rhythms
being displayed side-by-side in figure 3.2.56
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[Figure 3.2: Traditional Ramwong Rhythm versus Tresillo in Now Jazz Ramwong]
Traditional Ramwong Rhythm

“Tresillo” Rhythm- Now Jazz Ramwong

Now Jazz Ramwong was incredibly well-received on the tour, especially in
Thailand, and because of this popularity became the title for the album.57 Because of
Mangelsdorff’s respect of the ramwong tradition as well as his rhythmic subversion, Now
Jazz Ramwong is a unique and unlikely blending of Eastern, Western, and Latin
traditions.
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Part V
BURUNGKAKA
Based on the Indonesian folk song Burung Kakatua, the similarly titled
Burungkaka is the most light-hearted and jocular arrangement on the album. Burung
Kakatua is a popular folk song for children which tells the story of “a cockatoo (kakatua)
and the village grandmother who listens to it sing.”58 Choosing to feature a children’s
song “so that we could have something funny on the record” was one of a couple factors,
according to Mangelsdorff, that went into the inclusion Burungkaka.59 The other reason
was that the subject matter about the song of the cockatoo appealed to the amateur
ornithologist in Mangelsdorff, who himself had been similarly inspired to compose tunes
such as Blues of a Cellar Lark, Trombirds, and Meise Vorm Fenster (Chickadee at the
Window).
Compared to the rest of the Now Jazz Ramwong album, Burungkaka was both
originally composed and arranged by Mangelsdorff with the most straightforward form,
closely aligning with verse-chorus form which itself is ubiquitous in the music of Tin Pan
Alley. As seen in the table, Mangelsdorff maintains this tradition through his usage of the
verse as part of the introduction section as well as utilizing the chorus as both the main
melody and solo section.
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[Table 3.4: “Verse-Chorus” Form Structure of Burungkaka]
Form Section

Characteristics

Measures

Intro

Bass establishes groove,
drums join

1-8

Verse (Intro)

Trombone enters playing
the verse melody with bass
and drums continuing their
repeated groove

9-24

Chorus

Trombone continues now
playing the chorus melody
with bass and drums now
playing rhythmic hits and
true swing

25-40

Solo Section (Chorus)

Trombone solos, rhythm
section plays swing time

41-56

Chorus

Trombone continues now
playing the chorus melody
with bass and drums now
playing rhythmic hits and
true swing

57-70

Coda

Trombone solos over intro
rhythm section groove

71-73

The introduction showcases a modal harmony that is repeated and continues
through the verse section, lending it an almost out-of-time ambiguity like the verse-intros
of Broadway standards. This vamp is started in the true intro of the tune, linking that with
the verse section. It’s not until Mangelsdorff reaches the chorus where the rhythm section
changes, outlining chord changes eventually setting up a steady swing rhythm that will be
carried through the rest of the arrangement. A couple examples of Tin Pan Alley
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standards that use a similar approach are I’ve Got a Crush on You (1930) by George and
Ira Gershwin and My Funny Valentine (1937) by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart.
Harmonically, Burungkaka makes a departure from the typical modal approach
used by Mangelsdorff on the folk songs. This is the first arrangement other than Blue
Fanfare to have Western harmonies implemented. Other than the F minor/major vamp
for the intro, verse, and coda sections, Mangelsdorff uses traditional functional harmonies
in the chorus and solo sections, requiring a more standard bebop style of improvisation
than the modal arrangements.
This concept can be observed in Mangelsdorff’s own improvisation, which was
primarily tonal, utilized diatonic major scales, and highlighted leading tone relationships
between chords. This harmonic approach along with a steady, swing feel in the drums
and a walking bassline makes Burungkaka feel like a classic Broadway jazz standard.
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Part VI
SAKURA WALTZ
Historically, Japanese audiences were difficult to impress when it came to jazz
music as the newly formed cultural relationship between Japan and the United States
resulted in American jazz musicians constantly touring their country.60 Jazz legends such
as Jack Teagarden, Gene Krupa, and Louis Armstrong had all toured Japan, with big
bands like the Glenn Miller Orchestra going on an annual basis since the early 1960s.61
These American jazz artists and big bands were globally recognized as the leaders of the
art form, making it exceedingly difficult for a European jazz group to be viewed as
credible authorities on contemporary jazz and not as mere imitators.
Berendt himself observed this national sentiment made, noting it might make it
very difficult for the all-German quintet, though this feeling quickly changed after their
first performances with one critic claiming that “After this, Albert Mangelsdorff can
come to Japan any time.”62 In preparation for their Japan tour, Mangelsdorff chose to
arrange one of the most popular and frequently performed Japanese folk songs, Sakura,
Sakura, but with numerous changes titled Sakura Waltz.
Widely observed as the representative song of Japan, Sakura, Sakura was
originally published in the late 19th century as a song for students to learn the koto, a
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traditional Japanese string instrument.63 Because of the prominent role of Sakura, Sakura
in Japanese music education, the song remained ingrained within Japanese pop culture
and has been adapted by Western artists such as Giacomo Puccini, Yo-Yo Ma, and
George Shearing.
Although Mangelsdorff’s melodic and formal approaches remain consistent to his
other traditional-style arrangements like Burungkaka and Blue Fanfare, he sets the
Sakura Waltz apart from the rest of the album through the experimentation of harmonic
texture and meter change.
In regard to harmony, Mangelsdorff utilizes new methods that had not yet been
used on the album, with the tenor saxophone and trombone having a more crucial
harmonic role. These two instruments perform chordal hits throughout the arrangement,
imitating the comping of a piano or guitar, and even start with the rest of the rhythm
section at the beginning of the introduction. These chordal hits, along with the persistent
bassline, creates a much different texture than any other arrangement on the album and
provides the audience with their first instance of true chordal harmony. Additionally, this
chordal texture comes into play as genuine harmonic support of the melody, where all
supporting parts move in unison under the melody in the alto saxophone part. Measures
33-36 is the first instance of Mangelsdorff applying this texture and it recurs throughout
the arrangement.
Along with these new chordal textures, Mangelsdorff also experiments with
modulation as another method to set it further apart from other Sakura, Sakura
arrangements. Utilizing the chordal hits texture, Mangelsdorff creates a four-measure
63
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vamp that he modulates directly up by half step, from A minor to B-flat minor. This first
modulation occurs in measure 41 and leads into the first solo section, with this shift
altering the group sound and generating harmonic interest. In measures 77-84,
Mangelsdorff executes his modulation in reverse bringing the arrangement back to the
original key and to the next solo section. This usage of new chordal textures and
modulation makes Sakura Waltz stand out from not only other Sakura, Sakura
arrangements but adds a new dimension of harmony to the traditional Eastern folk song.
The most easily identifiable and most significant addition was the change of meter
from common time in the original Sakura, Sakura to a waltz style. Not only did this
change separate Mangelsdorff even further from other arrangements but the specificity of
the “waltz” modifier adds a Germanic origin to the Sakura Waltz. Mangelsdorff made use
of the most central waltz convention for his arrangement, emphasizing a strong downbeat
with the second and third beats acting as the weak beats.64 This is reflected in the score
from measures 1-8, where the bass is playing strong downbeats and the trombone and
tenor saxophone parts play off the second and third beats, all the while the drums are
playing a standard jazz waltz drum pattern.
The combination of harmonic textural and meter changes helped in making the
Sakura Waltz an unparalleled arrangement not only compared to the rest of the Now Jazz
Ramwong album but all other Sakura, Sakura arrangements. Through the implementation
of more Westernized elements, Mangelsdorff created a completely new work out of a
familiar melody, similar to John Coltrane’s My Favorite Things, and no less iconic.
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Part VII
THEME FROM VIETNAM
Easily the most unprecedented and perhaps the purest form of Mangelsdorff’s
preservation of an adapted melody is observed in his Theme from Vietnam. Similar to
Raknash, this arrangement was inspired by a musical performance that the quintet had
heard on tour, in this case while traveling in Vietnam. Berendt, who himself heard the
original performance, describes the experience and album recording as such:
Four young Vietnamese girls played some old Vietnamese music. One of the
Vietnamese compositions—a love song—contained a short, highly expressive
[cadenza] that deeply impressed Albert. He presents it with no changes or
additions—just the few bars of this [cadenza] in its simplicity, beauty and purity:
Theme from Vietnam.65
Mangelsdorff directly adapted the melody from this cadenza to the trombone,
recording it unaccompanied, and in his own words, “at the most, I changed it a bit
rhythmically.”66
The original composition heard by the quintet could possibly be either a Quon Ho
or a Ca Tru folk song as both typically deal with the subject of love, utilize vocal
cadenzas, an ensemble size of at least four people.67 Mangelsdorff was motivated to
protect the original cadenza and therefore did not use any exclusively Western concepts
in his reproduction. The form remained free and open with the primary themes driving
the composition forward. Mangelsdorff’s transcription and trombone playing exhibit an
improvised sound and feel, with long held fermatas demarcating the end of phrases.
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Lasting only fifty-eight seconds, the completed cadenza form solely consists of playing
the melody one time through without an introduction, solo section, or coda.
The melody is vocal and expressive, primarily centered in the high register of the
instrument. Mangelsdorff utilizes a varied spectrum of articulations, representing the
different syllables and the consonant and vowel sounds of lyrics. In the spirit of
Vietnamese vocal traditions, the trombone imitates vocal bends with glissandos between
pitches and doits to emulate rising pitches on the ends of phrases. Mangelsdorff’s
approach to Vietnamese vocal ornamentation along with his pseudo improvisatory
phrasing bolsters the credibility of the arrangement as a tribute.
Similar to Berendt’s mementos from his 1962 trip to Asia, this arrangement is a
physical manifestation of how the Vietnamese culture as a whole affected Mangelsdorff.
Although Mangelsdorff implements fewer typical compositional techniques on Theme
from Vietnam as on others on the album, the simplicity of reproducing this vocal cadenza
becomes westernized merely by being performed by a Western musician. By maintaining
an improvised feel to the rhythm along with these vocal qualities, Mangelsdorff delivers
an effective performance that while not exactly completely accurate achieves its goal of
paying homage to the Vietnamese culture.
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Part VIII
ES SUNGEN DREI ENGEL
Although its roots are German, the choice to adapt Es sungen drei Engel was not
an easy one for Mangelsdorff. As explained in a 1980 down beat magazine interview,
Mangelsdorff stated that “You might start now to make a national jazz and try to discover
folk songs and all these kinds of things. But in our German folk music, I can’t find
anything that would be really worth making jazz out of.”68 I believe it is possible that
Mangelsdorff’s familiarity with these folk songs from childhood as well as his disdain for
the German nationalism that spawned the Nazi Party contributed to his comments on this
matter, and not necessarily dealing with the practicalities of adapting the music itself.
Mangelsdorff’s arrangement of Es sungen drei Engel demonstrates that German folk
music has a place in jazz and further contributes to the commonalities between Western
jazz and Asian folk music.
Based on the 13th century German carol, Mangelsdorff elected to perform this
arrangement last on the program in order to represent the quintet’s eventual return to
Germany. Es sungen drei Engel is well-known in German culture, being a popular
Christmas carol and adapted by composers such as Paul Hindemith in his opera Mathis
der Maler.69 Although Berendt had several other German folk music choices,
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Mangelsdorff had settled on the carol in large part because of its modal nature, exhibiting
similar qualities to contemporary jazz as well as Asian folk music.70
In a vastly different style than the other arrangements on the album, Mangelsdorff
gears his approach to Es sungen drei Engel to obscurity. I believe this strategy was
employed in order to disguise the highly recognizable melody to German audiences and
can be easily observed in the arrangement’s formal structure.
[Table 3.5: Form Structure of Es sungen drei Engel]
Form Section
Intro

Characteristics
Bass establishes groove,
drums join

Timestamp
0’00”

Collective Improvisation
Section I

Trombone enters first,
followed by tenor
saxophone, and alto
saxophone in entrances
staggered by four measures
The melody enters in threepart harmony played by the
winds
Trombone solos over Aminor pedal point

0’09”

Trombone continues while
tenor and alto saxophones
sneak in
The melody enters in threepart harmony played by the
winds
Each of the winds keep
playing and slowly winds
down the arrangement to a
final chord

3’55”

Melody
Trombone Solo Section

Collective Improvisation
Section II
Melody
Collective Improvisation
Section III

70

1’57”
2’13”

6’36”
6’52”
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As seen in the table the melody of the arrangement does not enter until almost two
minutes in, is incomplete compared to the original, and only encompasses thirty-six
seconds of an over seven-minute-long recording. This illustrates an indifference for the
melody not seen in any of Mangelsdorff’s other arrangements on the album and
demonstrates his aim to arrive at the solo sections. Considering Mangelsdorff’s
comments on jazz arrangements of German folk music and his reverence for the Asian
folk songs he adapted for the Now Jazz Ramwong tour, it does not seem like
Mangelsdorff felt that this arrangement fit the concept of the album. This approach,
however, will become common in Mangelsdorff’s general approach to jazz arrangements
of German folk music, with another example of this obscure structure and detachment
from the melody being his arrangement of Ich Armes Maidlein klag mich sehr.
In addition to the formal elements, Mangelsdorff makes frequent references to
the number three throughout the arrangement, as subtle references to the title and story of
the original carol. The arrangement consists of a compound time signature, three wind
instruments, three collective improvisation sections, and a melody in three-part harmony.
According to Wolfram Knauer, Mangelsdorff meant for each of the three wind
instruments to represent one of the three angels from the carol and their solo sections are
the angels singing a song about Jesus.71 Additionally, Mangelsdorff makes use of
compound meter for the first time on the album in what Berendt would refer to as an
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“Old-German soul waltz,” overlying the entire arrangement in a triple feel and
reinforcing the concept of “three.”72
With the goal of relating German and Asian folk music to each other,
Mangelsdorff made sure he could preserve the specific modal harmonic quality utilized in
the majority of his Asian folk music arrangements. Centered around A minor and with no
changes in harmony, Es sungen drei Engel achieves this goal. Furthermore, Mangelsdorff
made similar usage of the open fifths and upbeats in this bassline as he did on
arrangements like Burungkaka.
[Figure 3.3: Comparison of Bassline Figures in Burungkaka and Es sungen drei Engel]
Burungkaka, mm. 1

Es sungen drei Engel, mm. 1

Though utilizing a popular German melody, Mangelsdorff’s arrangement is such
a stark departure from the original that it assimilates with the rest of the album
seamlessly. The implication of Mangelsdorff greatly altering the original German
composition for it to exude more open and globally influenced qualities directly aligns
with the Goethe Institute’s motivations for the tour and ends the album with one of the
strongest examples of this newfound German openness.
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Chapter IV
CONCLUSION
The Now Jazz Ramwong tour accomplished what it set out to do, demonstrate to
Asia that Germany is now an open, peaceful nation which embraces future collaboration
and cooperation with other countries through jazz music. Though Mangelsdorff’s
arrangements and quintet were the focal point of the tour, Joachim-Ernst Berendt also
played a significant role in the success of this tour.
Logistically, Berendt laid the groundwork for the concept of the tour, affording
Mangelsdorff the flexibility and creativity to approach the compositional aspect of the
project without limitations. He offered up folk music selections to Mangelsdorff that he
himself had heard abroad only a couple of years prior, guaranteeing that the music
performed would be easily identifiable and relevant to the local audience. Although
Mangelsdorff disagreed with some of Berendt’s original suggestions, these folk songs
served as the primary point of departure for the album concept.
Berendt’s most valuable contribution though was his ability to establish
international connections, especially in countries that resisted Western culture. One of the
most difficult countries to perform in for the quintet was Indonesia, as the Indonesian
Communist Party had quickly gained a foothold in the culture. In spite of this
governmental opposition to “cultural penetration” by the United States, Berendt along
with the Indonesian jazz critic P.R. Subidyo billed the performances as “parties” and
emphasized the quintet’s German origin, successfully evading government censorship.73
Because of connections with local jazz supporters such as P.R. Subidyo, Berendt was
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able to facilitate a tour in diverse locations where Mangelsdorff’s arrangements could be
appreciated without contention.
With the tour details and logistics being managed by Berendt and his international
allies, Mangelsdorff could focus on his treatment of Eastern folk music and create the
concert that would have lasting diplomatic implications in Asia. The most essential part
in the success of these arrangements is Mangelsdorff’s commitment to the preservation of
the melodies of each folk song. The ability of the audience to readily identify and connect
with each melody was crucial and because Mangelsdorff presented these melodies
relatively unchanged, they would serve as the centerpiece for which the other facets of
the arrangement would serve to emphasize.
The approach in which Mangelsdorff chose to utilize the harmonic, formal, and
rhythmic facets is equally significant to his melodic treatment, as it seeks to synthesize
Eastern and Western compositional elements into a unified, global style. The emphasis on
modal harmony employed by Mangelsdorff not only highlights his commitment to
utilizing Eastern harmonic approaches, but also through the inclusion of Es sungen drei
Engel showcases how Western music shares these same approaches. Though both having
modal sections, Mangelsdorff strays from this formula in Sakura Waltz and Burungkaka
as they are not strictly modal compositions.
Similar to his usage of harmony to show unity between Eastern and Western
compositional concepts, Mangelsdorff utilizes prototypical Western forms on the most
freeform Eastern folk songs. Examples of this application can be seen in his utilization of
Western-style “theme and variations” form in Three Jazz Moods as well as “versechorus” song form in Burungkaka. Conversely, Mangelsdorff used the free forms of
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Eastern folk music in his Western folk adaptations as seen in his arrangement of Es
sungen drei Engel.
The most varied and diverse set of approaches used by Mangelsdorff can be seen
in his treatment of rhythm, through his use of the fast waltz (Sakura Waltz), tresillo
rhythm (Now Jazz Ramwong), free-time (Three Jazz Moods, Theme from Vietnam, Es
sungen drei Engel), and American swing (Blue Fanfare, Burungkaka). These rhythmic
approaches are globally influenced, emphasizing unity between Eastern and Western
traditions while also including Latin rhythms and expanding the scope even further.
Built upon the cultural foundation and tour logistics established by Berendt and
the Goethe Institute, the compositional approach of Mangelsdorff on the “Now Jazz
Ramwong” album and tour showcased the results of the synthesis of Eastern and Western
cooperation and constructed a cultural bridge on which future decades of international
relations could be conducted.
Because of the overwhelming success of the Now Jazz Ramwong tour and
Mangelsdorff’s arrangements, the Goethe Institute was highly incentivized to pursue
more jazz diplomacy as well as explore the possibility of continued international
influence on West German jazz music. The institute deconstructed Berendt’s tour
schedule and Mangelsdorff’s compositional approach to use as guides, focusing on the
historical context of the music, which musicians to use, and the demographic of the
audience for which to cater.74 Through the general method codified by the Goethe
Institute, the institute was able to establish numerous programs that still exist today such
as residencies both in Germany and abroad, travel grants for culturally significant music
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and ensembles, and collaborative programs for amateur musicians.75 With this general
framework established, the institute could attempt to replicate results across the globe and
not only propagate German jazz abroad but also spread the message that West Germany
was a peaceful and inclusive place.
In addition, this formula not only served as the basis for West German jazz
diplomacy, it also influenced the approach utilized by other Western countries. Berendt
had coordinated with Don DeMichael, editor-in-chief at Downbeat magazine, on a travel
report of the Now Jazz Ramwong tour that could be submitted to the United States
government to illustrate how successful the potential implementation of jazz diplomacy
could be in politically unstable countries.76 This fact calls into question any notion that
the United States was the sole pioneer of international jazz diplomacy and reinforces the
importance of the work done by both Mangelsdorff and Berendt to construct cultural
bridges between West Germany and the world.
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Program Notes
Recital I
ALBUM RECORDING PROJECT
Seven Variations on a Theme from Mozart, WoO 46 (1801) by Ludwig van Beethoven
Historically one of the most influential Western composers, Ludwig van
Beethoven (1770-1827) both expanded upon the Viennese Classical tradition established
by Mozart and Haydn as well as pioneered the Romantic style of composition.77 The
uniqueness of Beethoven’s compositions is in his exploration of personal expression
through the fusion of traditional and innovative approaches.78 Stemming from his
personal trauma relating to his deafness and exceedingly difficult family life, this
compositional approach would become a primary influence for Western art composers
such as Brahms, Mendelssohn, and Wagner.
Written near the beginning of Beethoven’s middle period, Seven Variations on a
Theme from Mozart, WoO 46 (1801) is a showcase of Beethoven’s approach to
Classical-era Theme and Variations form. Originally written for cello and piano, the
theme that Beethoven chose to adapt was from a duet from Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte
titled Bei Männern, welche Liebe fühlen.79 This duet deals with the love between the
characters Papageno and Pamina, and how there is nothing more noble than marriage,
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attaining the couple spiritual divinity.80 Beethoven begins his adaptation in a similar
fashion to Mozart but with the duet being between the cello and piano.
Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt (1893), Lob des hohen Verstandes (1896) by
Gustav Mahler
Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) was an Austrian composer and conductor known for
not only testing the limits of the orchestra with innovative, large-scale symphonic works
but also for his affinity of composing for voice.81 Mahler composed numerous works
featuring the voice, though unlike other Austro-German composers primarily focused on
song cycles from the beginning of their song-writing career. A group of individual songs
which were composed with the intention of contributing to a greater narrative or theme,
the song cycle was a popular form beginning in the mid-19th century.82 The song cycles
of Mahler were unique in their utilization of progressive tonality juxtaposed with tuneful
melodies, as well as ending with a slow, melancholic “death-lullaby.”83 Some of
Mahler’s most notable song cycles are Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (1883-1885),
Kindertotenlieder (1904), and his song cycle-symphony Das Lied von der Erde (19081909).84
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Although his song cycles are some of his most famous works for voice, Mahler did
settings of German poetry in order to celebrate the culture.85 Selected from his settings of
poems from Des Knaben Wunderhorn, both Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt
(1893) and Lob des hohen Verstandes (1896) were written with tuneful melodies and
with lyrics that tell stories with serious implications in a humorous and light-hearted
manner.86 Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt is about Saint Anthony preaching his
sermon to the fishes in a pond while and Lob des hohen Verstandes describes the
intellectual battle between the cuckoo bird and the nightingale.
Three Preludes for Piano (1926) by George Gershwin, arranged by Ralph Sauer
Widely known for his Broadway compositions as well as his work in New York’s
Tin Pan Alley, George Gershwin (1898-1937) was one of the most influential American
composers played a large role in the cultivation of the American orchestral sound.87
Growing up in New York’s Lower East Side, Gershwin was surrounded by music of all
genres, being exposed to both early jazz and orchestral music.88 This multifaceted
musical background had a large impact of Gershwin’s musical approach, leading the
young pianist to not only compose showtunes but also more traditionally inspired works.
One of Gershwin’s early successes in the fusion of the European orchestral style with
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American jazz was his Rhapsody in Blue (1924) for solo piano, orchestra, and jazz band.
This composition showcased a large number of Gershwin’s hallmarks such as jazz
rhythms, blues-inspired melodies, and nontraditional instrumentation, distinguishing this
American orchestral style from that of its European predecessors. In addition to
Rhapsody in Blue, Gershwin composed works based on European forms, such as his
Piano Concerto in F (1925), his tone poem An American in Paris (1928), and his opera,
Porgy and Bess (1935).89
Although his most popular compositions were typically large-scale orchestral or
operatic works, one of Gershwin’s most enduring compositions is his Three Preludes for
Piano (1926). Written in a similar style to the piano preludes of Chopin, each of
Gershwin’s preludes are short, highly expressive works which each serve to highlight a
different stylistic concept. The first prelude, Allegro ben ritmato e deciso, was dedicated
to Gershwin’s friend Bill Daly and features a virtuosic melody influenced by the
showtunes of Tin Pan Alley. His second prelude, Andante con moto, is his most
recognizable and is heavily influenced by jazz and the American blues style. Lastly his
third prelude, Agitato, is subtitled as “Spanish” utilizes fast turns on the piano as well as a
minor melody spanning a large range of the instrument. Collectively, these preludes
encompass much of the New York City that Gershwin knew throughout his life.
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Rapsódia Brasileira (2018) by Hugo Pinheiro
Born in Mairiporã, São Paulo state, Brazil, Hugo Pinheiro (b.1979) is a
multifaceted musician, known internationally as a composer, trombonist, and
conductor.90 Pinheiro has conducted numerous orchestral groups such as the Amazonas
Philharmonic Experimental Orchestra, Amazonas Chamber Orchestra, and the State
University of Amazonas Orchestra.91 Additionally, Pinheiro is an experienced performer,
acting as the current principal and solo trombone of the Amazonas Philharmonic
Orchestra, as well as tour internationally with as a soloist and part of his Brazilian music
group, Colla Voce. As a composer Pinheiro has composed original works for trombone,
ranging from trombone solos with piano to trombone choir, and for Colla Voce, an
ensemble comprised of a trombone quartet, piano, and soprano voice.92
Pinheiro’s Rapsódia Brasileira (2018) was dedicated to and premiered by the
Brazilian bass trombonist Ricardo Santos at the August 2018 meeting of the Brazilian
Association of Trombonists in Goiânia, Brazil. The American premiere of the work took
place in July of 2021 at the International Trombone Festival in Columbus, GA, and
performed by bass trombonist Michael DeSousa and pianist Dr. Jacob Coleman.
Rapsódia Brasileira is a piece in one movement in a theme and variations form, featuring
a Brazilian theme and with each variation showcasing a different Brazilian style. The
work moves through different colors on the instrument, with Pinheiro’s approach to
range, mutes, and melodic paraphrase as its defining features.
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Für Peter (1977) by Albert Mangelsdorff, transcribed by Mike DeSousa
Albert Mangelsdorff (1928-2005) was a German jazz trombonist and composer,
most well-known for his popularization of multiphonics, an extended technique for brass
instruments in which the player sings a note while simultaneously playing a note.93 Born
in Frankfurt Mangelsdorff began his musical career on the violin, where he performed in
a local youth orchestra. However, despite his orchestral upbringing Mangelsdorff was
drawn to jazz music after listening to jazz records with his brother and saxophonist,
Emil.94 Soon after Mangelsdorff learned the trombone, performing internationally at
festivals such as the 1958 Newport Jazz festival and with notable jazz musicians such as
Stan Getz, Jaco Pastorius, and John Lewis.95 Mangelsdorff made a name for himself
through his ability to give full performances of just himself on the trombone, with his
first album in the style being Tromboneliness (1977).
One of the most recognizable compositions off of Mangelsdorff’s Tromboneliness
is Für Peter (1977). In this work, Mangelsdorff utilizes a large number of techniques that
he would become known for such as a melody harmonized with multiphonics, modal
improvisation with no underpinning harmony, bebop and cool jazz influenced
improvisation, and virtuosic trombone playing. This transcription features the original
melody along with Mangelsdorff’s originally recorded improvisation from the album.
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Black Nile (1964) by Wayne Shorter, arranged by Vern Sielert
Born in Newark, New Jersey, Wayne Shorter (b.1933) is an American
saxophonist and composer known for major contributions to hard bop through his
collaborations and compositions.96 Playing primarily tenor and soprano saxophones,
Shorter has collaborated with prominent jazz musicians such as Miles Davis, Art Blakey,
Herbie Hancock, Freddie Hubbard, Ron Carter, and Tony Williams.97 In addition to these
collaborations, Shorter founded his own groups, with one of the most notable being the
jazz fusion group, Weather Report.98 Compositionally, Shorter’s method involved
combining different types of music which influenced him including blues, soul, and funk,
along with an innovative harmonic approach to create incredibly unique works.99 These
compositions were featured across his numerous successful albums such as Speak No Evil
(1964), Adam’s Apple (1966), and Night Dreamer (1964).
One of the most popular tunes off of Shorter’s Night Dreamer is Black Nile
(1964), quickly becoming a jazz standard. The composition showcases Shorter’s
harmonic approach, making frequent usage of altered chords with upper extended
harmonies as well as tritone substitutions. The arrangement by Sielert was written as
somewhat of a tribute to Shorter, quoting some of his other notable compositions as
Footprints (1967), E.S.P. (1965), and others.
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I Loves You, Porgy (1935) by George Gershwin, arranged by Lloyd Ulyate
Widely known for his Broadway compositions as well as his work in New York’s
Tin Pan Alley, George Gershwin (1898-1937) was one of the most influential American
composers played a large role in the cultivation of the American orchestral sound.100
Growing up in New York’s Lower East Side, Gershwin was surrounded by music of all
genres, being exposed to both early jazz and orchestral music.101 This multifaceted
musical background had a large impact of Gershwin’s musical approach, leading the
young pianist to not only compose showtunes but also more traditionally inspired works.
One of Gershwin’s early successes in the fusion of the European orchestral style with
American jazz was his Rhapsody in Blue (1924) for solo piano, orchestra, and jazz band.
This composition showcased a large number of Gershwin’s hallmarks such as jazz
rhythms, blues-inspired melodies, and nontraditional instrumentation, distinguishing this
American orchestral style from that of its European predecessors. In addition to
Rhapsody in Blue, Gershwin composed works based on European forms, such as his
Piano Concerto in F (1925), his tone poem An American in Paris (1928), and his opera,
Porgy and Bess (1935).102
An innovative and original approach to opera, Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess
contains numerous songs that had become instant classics, with the song I Loves You,
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Porgy (1935) being one of them. Occurring in the second act, I Loves You, Porgy is a
duet performed by both Porgy and Bess where she pleas for Porgy’s help to keep her
away from her abusive lover, Crown.103 Ulyate’s arrangement sets itself apart by
beginning with a quote from Bess, You is My Woman, one of Porgy’s most significant
arias before entering into a “trombone balladeer” version of the theme.
14th Street Blues (2021) by Wes Funderburk
Wes Funderburk (b.1974) is a composer, arranger, and trombonist based in
Atlanta, GA. Funderburk has a long resume of arranging credits such as the chief
arranger of the Joe Gransden big band, having arranged over 120 charts for the band, as
well as a co-arranger and orchestrator for John Driskell Hopkins.104 In addition,
Funderburk has been commissioned to record and write for internationally-renowned
artists such as Natalie Cole, Cee Lo, and Jennifer Holliday.105 Funderburk currently
serves on the faculty of Kennesaw State University where he teaches jazz trombone
lessons and jazz arranging courses as well as directs one of the jazz ensembles.
Funderburk’s original composition and arrangement, 14th Street Blues, is a
fourteen-bar blues inspired by 14th street in Atlanta. The lopsided feeling of the fourteenbar form along with a New Orleans second line feel aligns with the clever quirkiness that
is a hallmark of Funderburk’s compositions. This arrangement was dedicated to Mike
DeSousa and was premiered in May 2021 at Michael DeSousa’s chamber recital.
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Recital II
DOCTORAL CHAMBER RECITAL
The Days of Wine and Roses (1962) by Henry Mancini and Johnny Mercer, arranged
by Dave Barduhn, adapted by Mike DeSousa
Two of the most influential jazz musicians and composers of the 20th century,
Henry Mancini (1924-1994) and Johnny Mercer (1909-1976) had very different paths
to success. Born in Savannah, GA, Johnny Mercer was a composer, lyricist, and vocalist
who is regarded as the link to the original Tin Pan Alley tradition.106 He relocated to New
York City in the late 1920s and immediately began working, writing music and lyrics for
Broadway as well as jazz artists like Billie Holiday and Teddy Wilson.107 The path to
prominence was different for Mancini, being born in Cleveland, OH who grew up loving
the music of the big bands. He started composing and arranging as a teenager, mailing his
works to Benny Goodman who encouraged him to pursue music.108 In the late 1940s he
was hired by Tex Beneke to play piano and arrange for the Glenn Miller Orchestra and by
the early 1950s began composing for Hollywood, being involved with such films as The
Glenn Miller Story (1954) and The Benny Goodman Story (1956).109
Mancini and Mercer met in Hollywood, both being contracted to compose the
theme song for the 1962 film, The Days of Wine and Roses. Mancini composed the music
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and Mercer wrote the lyrics for the titular song, The Days of Wine and Roses, and
because of the incredible success of the composition, earned both men an Academy
Award.110 The song has become a jazz standard, constantly being performed by, and
arranged for both small and large jazz groups. This performance is the world premiere of
the five-trombone adaption of the big band arrangement by Dave Barduhn.
I Thought About You (1939) by Jimmy Van Heusen and Johnny Mercer, arranged
by Matt Neiss
Jimmy Van Heusen (1913-1990) was born in Syracuse, NY where he remained
for college, studying piano and composition with Jerry Arlen, the son of famous
composer Harold Arlen.111 Van Heusen’s studies with Arlen cultivated a connection with
New York City, giving the young composer opportunities such as a writer for Cotton
Club Revues and a composer for Jimmy Dorsey.112 After his work with Dorsey, Van
Heusen collaborated with numerous big bands composing big hits such as Polka Dots
and Moonbeams, Imagination, Shake Down the Stars, and All This and Heaven Too.113
In the late 1930s Van Heusen continued his collaborations, working with
prominent composer and lyricist Johnny Mercer while the two men were still in New
York City.114 The duo did not work together often, only writing three songs with their
most successful composition, I Thought About You (1939), where Van Heusen
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composed the music and Mercer wrote the lyrics. The song deals with how the little
things of a train ride can remind someone of a past relationship and in an interview,
Mercer noted that he was inspired to write the lyrics based on his train ride to Chicago.115
This arrangement by Matt Neiss was originally performed and recorded by the military
jazz trombone group, the Capitol Bones.
A Shade of Jade (1966) by Joe Henderson, arranged by Matt Neiss
Born in Lima, OH, Joe Henderson (1937-2001) was a tenor saxophonist and
composer and regarded as one of the most original voices in jazz.116 Henderson briefly
studied music at Kentucky State College as well as Wayne State University in Detroit,
where he met and worked with the legendary saxophonist, Sonny Stitt.117 In 1960,
Henderson decided to leave behind his career in Detroit in order to serve a short time in
the army.118 After his time in the army Henderson’s jazz career saw an immediate
resurgence, the result of his moving to New York City and making connections with
numerous prominent jazz musicians like Horace Silver, Kenny Dorham, and Lee
Morgan.119 Since his time working in New York, Henderson would continue recording
with his own groups and becoming steadily involved in music education.120
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Written and recorded in 1966, A Shade of Jade is an original composition off of
Henderson’s acclaimed album titled A Mode for Joe. The work features a rhythmically
complex melody that obscures the beat for the listener while also highlighting
Henderson’s unique approach to harmony. This approach is defined by highly chromatic
chords which are often times a half step apart from one another, as well as the fusion of
chromatic upper chordal extensions with major seventh chords. This arrangement
features numerous trombone solos and was also originally arranged by Matt Neiss and
recorded by the Capitol Bones.
I Loves You, Porgy (1935) by George Gershwin, arranged by Lloyd Ulyate
Widely known for his Broadway compositions as well as his work in New York’s
Tin Pan Alley, George Gershwin (1898-1937) was one of the most influential American
composers played a large role in the cultivation of the American orchestral sound.121
Growing up in New York’s Lower East Side, Gershwin was surrounded by music of all
genres, being exposed to both early jazz and orchestral music.122 This multifaceted
musical background had a large impact of Gershwin’s musical approach, leading the
young pianist to not only compose showtunes but also more traditionally inspired works.
One of Gershwin’s early successes in the fusion of the European orchestral style with
American jazz was his Rhapsody in Blue (1924) for solo piano, orchestra, and jazz band.
This composition showcased a large number of Gershwin’s hallmarks such as jazz
rhythms, blues-inspired melodies, and nontraditional instrumentation, distinguishing this
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American orchestral style from that of its European predecessors. In addition to
Rhapsody in Blue, Gershwin composed works based on European forms, such as his
Piano Concerto in F (1925), his tone poem An American in Paris (1928), and his opera,
Porgy and Bess (1935).123
An innovative and original approach to opera, Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess
contains numerous songs that had become instant classics, with the song I Loves You,
Porgy (1935) being one of them. Occurring in the second act, I Loves You, Porgy is a
duet performed by both Porgy and Bess where she pleas for Porgy’s help to keep her
away from her abusive lover, Crown.124 Ulyate’s arrangement sets itself apart by
beginning with a quote from Bess, You is My Woman, one of Porgy’s most significant
arias before entering into a “trombone balladeer” version of the theme.
Reachin’ (2018) by Andrew Peal
Andrew Peal is a trombonist, composer, and music educator currently based in
Boston, MA. Peal has earned Doctor of Musical Arts and Master of Music degree from
the University of Miami as well as a Bachelor of Music Education degree from
Oklahoma State University.125 While living in Miami, Peal has performed and recorded
with groups such as the South Florida Jazz Orchestra and the Frost Studio Jazz Band,
where he would work with renowned artists such as Randy Brecker, Arturo Sandoval,
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and Janis Seigel.126 As a teacher, Peal has taught lessons to undergraduates at the
University of Miami as well as both undergraduates and high school students at the
Brevard Jazz Institute.127 Regarding compositions, Peal has written numerous original
works for jazz combo and jazz trombone ensemble, showcasing his musical influences
while creating music that is uniquely his own.
One of Peal’s earlier works, Reachin’ (2018), is a composition for jazz trombone
ensemble and was featured at the 2019 Brevard Jazz Institute. Reachin’ is structured in an
ABA form and showcases the wide range of the trombone. Harmonically, Peal makes
frequent usage of altered and diminished chords generating a highly chromatic sound.
Reachin’ was originally premiered by Peal with his jazz trombone group in 2018.
Black Nile (1964) by Wayne Shorter, arranged by Vern Sielert
Born in Newark, New Jersey, Wayne Shorter (b.1933) is an American
saxophonist and composer known for major contributions to hard bop through his
collaborations and compositions.128 Playing primarily tenor and soprano saxophones,
Shorter has collaborated with prominent jazz musicians such as Miles Davis, Art Blakey,
Herbie Hancock, Freddie Hubbard, Ron Carter, and Tony Williams.129 In addition to
these collaborations, Shorter founded his own groups, with one of the most notable being
the jazz fusion group Weather Report.130 Compositionally, Shorter’s method involved
combining different types of music which influenced him including blues, soul, and funk,
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along with an innovative harmonic approach to create incredibly unique works.131 These
compositions were featured across his numerous successful albums such as Speak No Evil
(1964), Adam’s Apple (1966), and Night Dreamer (1964).
One of the most popular tunes off of Shorter’s Night Dreamer is Black Nile
(1964), quickly becoming a jazz standard. The composition showcases Shorter’s
harmonic approach, making frequent usage of altered chords with upper extended
harmonies as well as tritone substitutions. The arrangement by Sielert was written as
somewhat of a tribute to Shorter, quoting some of his other notable compositions as
Footprints (1967), E.S.P. (1965), and others.
14th Street Blues (2021) by Wes Funderburk
Wes Funderburk (b.1974) is a composer, arranger, trombonist, and music
educator based in Atlanta, GA. Funderburk has a long resume of arranging credits such as
the chief arranger of the Joe Gransden big band, having arranged over 120 charts for the
band, as well as a co-arranger and orchestrator for John Driskell Hopkins.132 In addition,
Funderburk has been commissioned to record and write for internationally-renowned
artists such as Natalie Cole, Cee Lo, and Jennifer Holliday.133 Funderburk currently
serves on the faculty of Kennesaw State University where he teaches jazz trombone
lessons and jazz arranging courses as well as directs one of the jazz ensembles.
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Funderburk’s original composition and arrangement, 14th Street Blues, is a
fourteen-bar blues inspired by 14th street in Atlanta. The lopsided feeling of the fourteenbar form along with a New Orleans second line feel aligns with the clever quirkiness that
is a hallmark of Funderburk’s compositions. This arrangement was dedicated to Mike
DeSousa and this performance is the world premiere.
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Recital III
INTERNATIONAL TROMBONE FESTIVAL 2021 PRESENTER RECITAL
Rapsódia Brasileira (2018) by Hugo Pinheiro
Born in Mairiporã, São Paulo state, Brazil, Hugo Pinheiro (b.1979) is a
multifaceted music, known internationally as a composer, trombonist, and conductor.134
Pinheiro has conducted numerous orchestral groups such as the Amazonas Philharmonic
Experimental Orchestra, Amazonas Chamber Orchestra, and the State University of
Amazonas Orchestra.135 Additionally, Pinheiro is an experienced performer, acting as the
current principal and solo trombone of the Amazonas Philharmonic Orchestra, as well as
tour internationally with as a soloist and part of his Brazilian music group, Colla Voce.
As a composer Pinheiro has composed original works for trombone, ranging from
trombone solos with piano to trombone choir, and for Colla Voce, an ensemble
comprised of a trombone quartet, piano, and soprano voice.136
Rapsódia Brasileira (2018) was dedicated to and premiered by the Brazilian bass
trombonist Ricardo Santos at the August 2018 meeting of the Brazilian Association of
Trombonists in Goiânia, Brazil. The American premiere of the work took place in July of
2021 at the International Trombone Festival in Columbus, GA, and performed by bass
trombonist Mike DeSousa and pianist Dr. Jacob Coleman. Rapsódia Brasileira is a piece
in one movement in a theme and variations form, featuring a Brazilian theme and with
each variation showcasing a different Brazilian style. The work moves through different
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colors on the instrument, with Pinheiro’s approach to range, mutes, and melodic
paraphrase as its defining features.
Fantasia Agreste for Trombone Quartet and Piano (2019) by Hugo Pinheiro
Pinheiro’s Fantasia Agreste for Trombone Quartet and Piano (2019) is a work
that utilizes the wide range of colors and textures of the trombone quartet, and with the
addition of piano these are even more amplified. There are times in this work where the
quartet and piano are playing large, resonant chordal melodies, which is starkly
juxtaposed by segmented rhythmic melodies and percussive blips on the mouthpiece.
Translated from Portuguese, “agreste” means wild and is an accurate characterization of
this piece as it not only changes color and texture, but different rhythmic feels. Pinheiro
blends both Brazilian dance rhythms such as the baião, and free time emphasized by long
glissandos across all parts of the quartet. This piece is showcases Brazilian themes and
rhythms and is an exemplification of Pinheiro’s unique compositional techniques.
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Recital IV
BASS TROMBONE SOLO RECITAL
New Orleans (1962) by Eugène Bozza
Eugène Bozza (1905-1991) was a French composer, conductor, and violinist
known for his substantial contributions to brass chamber music.137 Having studied at the
Paris Conservatoire, Bozza earned multiple degrees in music, winning the premier prix in
violin (1924), conducting (1930), and composing (1934).138 Soon after the Conservatoire,
Bozza earned his first major position in 1938 as conductor of the Parisian OpéraComique, a position for which he would hold for a decade.139 In regard to composition,
his large-scale orchestral works saw little international success however his chamber
music for winds became exceedingly popular, especially for brass.140 His compositions
exuded qualities indicative of mid-20th century French works such as melodic fluency,
complexity of form, as well as a burgeoning affinity for American jazz music.141
Composed as a tribute to New Orleans, LA, New Orleans (1962) for bass
trombone and piano showcases perpetual contrast as well as Bozza’s interpretation of the
American jazz style. Structured in three sections, the first section is a free cadenza
featuring virtuosic scalar runs and spans the range of the bass trombone. In stark contrast,
the second section is a blues-influenced lyrical section which utilizes vibrato and
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glissando to evoke the sounds of the city. The final section is a brisk and technical dance
in which Bozza makes use of Charleston-style accents to emphasize an uneven rhythmic
feel.
Collection of Vocal Songs (1902-1921) by Charles Ives
One of the earliest pioneers of twentieth-century American art music is the
composer and pianist, Charles Ives (1874-1954).142 Originally from Danbury,
Connecticut, Ives’s musical career is regarded as incredibly atypical, receiving instruction
in both keyboard and composition though deciding to pursue a full-time career in the
insurance industry.143 During his thirty-year career in insurance Ives composed in his free
time, radically experimenting with new approaches to both melody and harmony.144 As a
result of his private compositional development, Ives’ works sound vastly different than
other works of the era, with polytonality being an easily identifiable characteristic of the
composer.145 Composing for both large-scale and chamber settings, some of Ives’ most
notable works are Variations on “America” (1892), String Quartet No. 2 (1915), and The
Unanswered Question (1908).146
In regard to chamber music Ives is more known for his string quartets, even
though he has written hundreds of songs for voice and piano. The four songs being
performed on this program highlight the cleverness of Ives in his phrasing and
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melodicism, without the typical polytonality. The first, Spring Song (1904), features a
lyrical melody with chromatic embellishments about a man waiting for his beloved,
ironically leading to an unresolved ending on the lyrics “and wait, and wait.” There is a
Lane (1902) is a nostalgic song about the character’s experiences with a specific street in
his town, with Ives utilizing a long dynamic and melodic build towards the lyrics “love
song” before a quick decrescendo brings the character back to the present. The third and
most quirky of the four songs, The Side Show (1921), is a nonsensical waltz in 5/4 time
with Ives quoting the 5/4 waltz from the second movement of Tchaikovsky’s Symphony
No. 6 in both the vocal and piano parts. The final song is Ives’ Autumn (1908) about the
Earth’s time to rest after working hard through spring and summer.
Sonata for Bass Trombone and Piano (1998) by David R. Gillingham
David R. Gillingham (b.1947) is an American composer who grew up in
Waukesha, Wisconsin and earned both his bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh in music education.147 In between pursuing these two
degrees Gillingham briefly served domestically and abroad in the army bands, all the
while developing a passion for composition.148 After leaving the military, Gillingham
became a middle school band director for four years before ultimately choosing to pursue
a doctorate in composition at the University of Michigan with Jere Hutcheson.149
Currently, Gillingham is on faculty at Central Michigan University and continues to
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compose with his primary focus on wind ensemble.150 Some of his most notable works
for wind ensemble Heroes, Lost and Fallen (1990), Be Thou My Vision (1999), and his
Symphony No. 2 “Genesis” (2008).151
Though known for his wind ensemble works, Gillingham did a fair amount of
chamber music composition including his Sonata for Bass Trombone and Piano (1998).
Originally composed for Curtis Olsen, former professor of trombone at Michigan State
University, the overall structure of the work mirrors the sonatas of the Classical era.
Organized in three movements, the first movement is in traditional sonata-allegro form
combined with modern qualities such as the usage of complex mixed-meter, syncopated
melodic sections, and an incredibly wide range for the bass trombone. The second
movement is a theme and variations form, in which the theme is incredibly cinematic and
Gillingham emphasizing chromatic harmonies and contrasting textures between the bass
trombone and piano. Gillingham utilizes both fugal and rondo elements within the final
movement, alternating with an even more chromatic and syncopated version of the first
movement theme in a fugal style and a dramatic, tuneful second theme.
Three Pieces for Bass trombone with Jazz Rhythm Section (1975) by Jack Gale
Jack Gale was a trombonist, composer, and arranger who, after a fateful move to
New York City, had an incredibly multifaceted career.152 In the early 1960s, Gale began
working with pit orchestras in New York, being a part of over thirty different Broadway
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productions.153 Also, during that same period, Gale had performed with numerous
prominent jazz musicians such as Maynard Ferguson, Buddy Morrow, and Woody
Herman.154 1965 was the year when Gale’s composing and arranging career took off,
becoming music director of the Manhattan Brass Quintet where he would compose and
arrange jazz charts for the group. This experience led him to write a number of trombone
etude books, big band charts, and chamber works, as well as become a primary arranger
for NPR on Garrison Keillor’s American Radio Company from 1990 to 1994.155
Three Pieces for Bass trombone with Jazz Rhythm Section (1975) was Gale’s
first attempt at twelve-tone composition. According to Gale himself “I was interested in
writing a twelve-tone piece that was exciting harmonically, melodically, and tonally, but
was playable and had a familiar continuity rather than abstract notes. In other words, I
wanted to write a twelve-tone piece that didn't sound like a twelve-tone piece or
artificial.”156 The resulting three pieces accomplish Gale’s goal, with the first being
medium-up tempo swing with a disjunct melody and syncopated rhythms. The second
piece is a low, almost bluesy work that showcases the colors of the bass trombone’s
extreme low register. Acting as the finale, the third piece is a bright swing with the
primary theme featuring flowing arpeggiated eighth notes lines along with a with a
similarly disjunct second theme.
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Bye Bye Blackbird (1924) by Ray Henderson and Mort Dixon, arranged by John
Williams, transcribed by Mike DeSousa
Although they had vastly different starts to their careers, both Ray Henderson
(1896-1970) and Mort Dixon (1892-1956) became staple names of New York’s Tin Pan
Alley. Henderson studied piano at the Chicago Conservatory and upon graduation began
teaching piano before deciding to move to New York City.157 By 1922 Henderson was
already composing his own music, and in that very same year collaborated with Lew
Brown on the hit song Georgette (1922).158 After Henderson’s early success with
Georgette, he earned his start composing for Broadway with some of his most popular
shows being Hot-Cha (1932) and Strike me Pink (1933).159 Dixon was involved in
showbusiness early in his career, initially performing as a vaudeville actor and by the
early 1920s was already composing his own songs.160 Despite his head start, Dixon’s first
hit song was actually a collaboration between himself and Henderson, titled “That Old
Gang of Mine” (1923).161 This first song spurned on a partnership in which the two
continued to work together sporadically for the next four years.
By far the most notable song of either songwriter was Bye Bye Blackbird (1924),
which has since been performed by iconic jazz musicians such as Nina Simone, Miles
Davis, and Dean Martin.162 The song itself showcases a melody which makes frequent
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usage of repeated notes as a method for emphasizing the lyrics. This arrangement done
by the quintessential Hollywood composer John Williams (b.1932), was originally
written for the bass trombonist George Roberts and his jazz sextet, of which Williams
was a member. The group featured this arrangement on Roberts’ 1960 album, Bottoms
Up.
Makin’ Whoopee (1928) by Walter Donaldson and Gus Kahn arranged by Nelson
Riddle, transcribed by Mike DeSousa
Although composer and lyricist duos were a common occurrence in the early 20th
century, one of Tin Pan Alley’s prominent duos was the composer Walter Donaldson
(1893-1947) and lyricist Gus Kahn (1886-1941). Donaldson began his career as a songplugger pianist though quickly moved up the ranks in the composition community,
becoming a staff composer for Broadway legend Irving Berlin’s publishing company.163
Kahn, originally Gustav Gerson, was born in Koblenz, Germany and immigrated to the
United States at the age of five.164 He and his family settled in Chicago, Illinois where
Kahn would quickly develop English as a second language as well as a passion for
writing.165 The two men collaborated in the 1920s and 1930s, creating the majority of
their hit songs together such as Yes Sir, That’s My Baby (1925) and Carolina in the
Morning (1932).166
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Makin’ Whoopee (1928) was the biggest hit for the duo, becoming a lasting jazz
standard and recorded by artists such as Frank Sinatra, Count Basie, and Ella Fitzgerald.
The song deals with married life, building a family, and the ramifications of “makin’
whoopee.” This arrangement by Nelson Riddle (1921-1985) was originally done for
Riddle’s album The Joy of Living (1959) as the feature track for the group’s bass
trombonist, George Roberts.
Everything’s Coming Up Roses (1959) by Jule Styne and Stephen Sondheim,
arranged by John Williams, transcribed by Mike DeSousa
Both Jule Styne (1905-1994) and Stephen Sondheim (1930-2021) were two of
the most talented and sought-after composers in the songwriting business. In his teenage
years, Styne gave recitals with both the Chicago and Detroit Symphony Orchestras before
studying at the Chicago Music College at the age of thirteen.167 Despite his classical
talent, his overwhelming passion for popular music steered his career away from the
orchestra and towards Hollywood, where he would become a vocal coach and arranger
for performers such as Shirley Temple and Alice Faye.168 His arranging career would
grow past just voice, and Styne would go on to work on over fifty Hollywood films as
well as contributing to over two dozen Broadway musical scores.169
Similar in regard to talent, Sondheim grew up around music and the Broadway
tradition, with Oscar Hammerstein II being one of his earliest influences and career
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mentor.170 In addition to Hammerstein II, Sondheim studied for two years with American
composer Milton Babbitt who expanded his understanding of not only harmony, theory,
and orchestration but also what is necessary to have in a composition for Broadway.171
After his time with Babbitt, Sondheim’s career began developing gradually, with a huge
spike occurring after his collaboration with Leonard Bernstein on the musical West Side
Story (1957).172 Sondheim continued his successful work on Broadway, significantly
contributing to musicals such as A Little Night Music (1973), Sweeny Todd (1979), and
Into the Woods (1986).173
The musical Gypsy (1959) was one of the few collaborations between the two
composers and was a critical success, staying open on Broadway for two years. Although
there are numerous jazz standards that originate from this production, the most successful
song was Everything’s Coming Up Roses (1959) premiered by Ethel Merman.174 Like
Bye Bye Blackbird, this arrangement was also written by John Williams (b.1932) for the
George Roberts sextet and featured on Bottoms Up. In order to distinguish his
arrangement from the original Williams doubled the tempo, changing the feel of the song
from a Broadway-style march to a brisk, up-tempo swing.
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